Strategic report 2021
The Royal Institute for Strategic Studies (IRES) has just finalized the preparation of the 6th edition of its annual strategic report dedicated to the post-Covid world. This report has tried, in particular, to understand the contours of this world and to identify the seeds of change in order to decipher the promising facts of the future, despite the many current uncertainties.

Strategic Report 2022: The Future of the Oceans
IRES has started work on its 2022 strategic report, dedicated to the future of the oceans in an international context marked by the proclamation by the United Nations of the decade 2021-2030 for ocean sciences for sustainable development.

Online publication of the glossary on the issue of the Moroccan Sahara
The Institute has posted online the Arabic, French, English and Spanish versions of the glossary of legal, political and historical concepts relating to the issue of the Moroccan Sahara.

International economic and social assessment of Covid-19
This analysis note provides an economic and social panorama of the year 2020 on a global scale, in advanced economies, as well as in emerging and developing markets.

Health situation in Morocco and around the world
This note examines the health situation in the world and in Morocco and highlights the global perspectives on the geopolitical, geostrategic, ecological and technological levels, which are linked to the health crisis.
Webographic watch bulletin for March and April 2021

The March and April 2021 issues of the "Webographic watch bulletin", posted on the IRES website, present summaries of foresight reports dealing with, in particular, the following themes: the impact of the crisis of Covid-19 on research & development, a green revival of the world economy, natural challenges and sustainable development...

Bulletin webographique / march et april 2021

Réunions de travail

The global system in the light of Covid-19

The Director General of IRES, Mr. Mohammed Tawfik MOULINE, took part on March 1 and 2, 2021, in the work of the videoconference organized by the Issa Cultural Center in Bahrain. Dedicated to the determinants of the new global geopolitics, Mr. MOULINE's intervention attempted to highlight the priorities and characteristics of the post-Covid State and spoke of the importance of prioritizing collective action, to increase resilience in a world conducive to the onset of crises similar to the current pandemic.

Working visit of the FAO Representative in Morocco

Discussions took place on April 26, 2021 between the Director General of IRES and the FAO Representative in Morocco, Madame FLORENCE MARIE ROLLE, which focused on the issue of water in Morocco and, in particular, on the implementation of the Nexus approach “Water-Agriculture-Energy-Ecosystems” at the level of the hydrographic basin of Souss-Massa - a region whose water situation has reached a critical level.

Agenda

For the months of May and June 2021, the IRES activity Forum will be distinguished by the organization of:

- seminars to present the preliminary results of the study reports.
- brainstorming sessions as part of the foresight watch activity.
- presentation and discussion of the book entitled " GAFA : reprenons le pouvoir!", By its author Ms. Joëlle TOLEDANO.